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A_ tRACT

A simple theoretical model explaining basic properties of radar imaging of

_tnderwlter bottom topography in tidal channels is presented. The surface

_ughness modulation is described by weak hydrodynamic interaction theory tn the

relaxation tlme approximation. In contrast to previous theories on short wave

' modulation by long ocean waves, a different approxlmatlon has to be used when

describing short wave modulation by tidal flow over underwater bottom topography.

The moda[atlon depth is Ln this case proportional to the relaxation time of the

Brlgg waves. The large modulation of radar reflect[vtty observed in SEASAT-SAR

imagery of sand banks in the Southern Bight of the Norti_ Sea can be explained by

_ssumlng that the relaxation time of 34 cm Bragg waves is of the order of 30-40

seconds.

I. INTRODbCT[OS

it has been known for more than 10 years that real aperture radar (RAR) tugery

taken over sea areas with strong tidal currents (tLdal channels) sometlus shows

features that see-, to be related to underwater bottom topography (de Loor and van

Hutten, I978; de Loor, 198t; _/c[eish el. al., 1981). The same phenomenon has also

been observed in synthettc aperture radar (SAR) tma6ery obtained by the S_AgAT

satellite (Fu and Holt, L982; Lodge, 1983; Kenyon, 1983; Lyzenga el. al., 1983).

The sea-floor topography (bathymetry) causing these radar stgnaturea soletl,ms

lies tens of meters below the sea surface. An example of such tmagery ts the

SEASAT-SAR ruse shown tn Fie. 1.
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I_[G.I: Dtsttally processed SF.AS&T-SARImage of the 3outhern Bt|ht o_ the North

T._ Sea from orbtt 762 (Au_. I9, 1978, 6:46 UT) utth frame center at $1eLgeN, IOS2_E.
4

The land area in lo_er left hand corner ta the gn$1[sh coast near RemegaCe. The

V-shaped _eature In the center are the sand banks South leaIXe and Sandettte.

South Falts t_ ab_t 30 Im Ion$, 600-800 x bro_d and rises from the sea floor of I
T

a depth of _bout 30-40 m to _tthtn 7 m of Che sea surface.
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The Imaging of underw.lt_r bottom topogrlpny by real or _ynthet[c aperture radar

._eems not to be underqtandabte _t first sight, because tile penLtrat[on depth of

the electromagnetic waves ,emitted by the radar into sea water l._ only of tile

order o6 mtl[imoters to centimeters. Therefore, surface effects related to the

sea-floor topography must be respons[bl= for the r ldlr tm_glng.

Since radar signatures of bathymetry are only observed when strong (tidal)

currents are pres_.nt, we are led to _he hypoti_o.q[3 that these rodar signatures

are caused by surface curreat vac[atIons asoocIated with underwater bottom

topography. Variable surface currents modify the short-scale surface roughnes._,

and this rouglme_s variation Is sensed hy th_• radar. Since most Imaging radars

operate at Incidence angles between 20 and 70 degrees the radar backscattertng Is

dominated by Bragg scattering (Valenzuela, 1978). Consequentely, cro_s-sectIon

modulation results from the modulation of the spectral energy of the Bragb waves.

Cross section modulation determines the Image Intensity or grey tone level

variations In real iperture radar Imagery. However, In case of synthetic aperture

radar, In addLtion to this amplitude modulation, also phase modu[atlon or

velocity bunching contributes to the Imaging (Carson et.al. 1976; Alpers anl

Rufenach, [979; Alpers et._[. 1981). In most cases of S_R Imaging of bachymetry,

however, the contribut[o_ of velocity bunching to the Imaglng mechdntsm Is small

(Alpers and Henn[ngs, I984). Therefore we will discuss In this paper only

amplitude or cross section modulation.

2. BArHYMErRY - CURRENt INTERACTION i
i

i

the Interact[on of a 3-dimensional time-variable current field wtth 3-dIaenslonal

underwater bottom topography (bathymetry) can $omettles be a very oomp].ex
i

I

t process which does not allow a s[iple Qatheaat [cal description. ;

i Nevertheless, In this paper we sake the staplest possible assuIptlon that the f

1t curre,.t flow over the bathyset:y is laatnar, free of any vertical current shear ;,

and only weakly tI_ dependent. Furtheraore, we assume that the tidal velocity
i

_ component U_. normal to the direction of _he underwater bank obeyp the contLnutty

equat t on

405 _.__
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_(x_)d(xj.) = const OF POOR QUALITY (la)

and that the paralle_ component U_ remains constant,

U_ = cons_ (Ib)

Here d(xl) denotes a depth profile along a llne perpendicular to the ridge

dlrect[on (x_).

Current measurements or, and off the sand bank South Falls by Venn and Oller

(1983) in the Southern Bight of the North Sea (north-eastern approach to the

English _hannel), where the tidal current flows across the bank at an oblique

angle, have confirmed that equations (la) and (Ib) are acceptable first order

approximations. (However, deviations from these simple relations are observed,

and a more refined theory should account for them).

4

t

3. CURRENT - BRAGG WAVE INTERACTION

Since the variation of the surface current due to interaction with bathymetry has
I

space and tlme scales that, In general, are small compared with the space and

time scales of the Bragg waves, the current -Bragg wave interaction can be ,_

described by a WKB (Wentzel - Kramers - grillouln)-type interaction theory. In {

this theory the trat_sport equation, which describes the variation of the spectral
t

energy density of shor_ waves in a slowly varylng current field, Is the action [

balance or radiation balance eqaatlon (Nassel_ann et al., 1973; Keller and

Wright, 1975; Alpers and Hasselmann, 1978; Wright, 1978). This equation reads t
L

k. where
._-'

- I N (_x,k,t)= E (x,k,t) / 6j' (3) I

t
is the action spectrum, g(x,k,t) the wave spectrum, _tthe intrinsic frequency of i

the wave in a reference system which is locally at rest, x the space variable, k

the wavenumber and S(x,.k,t) a source function. The waves propagate along !

trajectories in 4-dlaensional phase space which are given by the ray equations !406
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' "_cO k = _ "_0 OF POOR QUALIT_ (4)
_" X

i_, whe re

4

_0(_,k,t)= _J(k) + k • u (x,t) (51

denotes the wave frequency in the moving medium with variable velocity _(_,t).

j-: We assume that the variable surface current only leads to small deviations of the

action density from equilibrium. Therefore, we write the action density N and the

surface current U as sums of a constant equilibrium term and a time dependent

perturbation term

J

<. N ,_,h,t) NO (k) + N (x,k,t) (6)

U (×.t) =_0 + U (x,t) (7)

:_ Furthermore, we approximate the source term S by a diagonal operator

_;_ S (x,k,t)__=/ N (x,k,t)__ (8).t

";. where /_ is a parameter wlth dimension (tlme) .2_£s called relaxation rate

and "| the relaxatIon tlme. Physically, _Is a system constant describing

the response of the wave system to small deviations from equIllbrlum caused by

surface current variations. It is determined by the combined effect of wind

excitation, energy transfer to other waves due to conservative resonant wave -
-I
-._ wave Interaction, and energy loss due to dissipative processes llke wave

breeking. No measurements of the relaxation time In the open ocean exist. ,

_' However, from theory we expect that_,_is of the order of 10 to 100 wave periods.
- Applied to $EASAT-SAR Brag_ waves, which have a wavelength of 34 cm and a wave

q_ period of 0.47 s, this means that_should lie in the range between 4.7 and 47

seconds. In this paper we conslder_4(or/k ) as a free parameter. Inserting eqns.(6), (7) and (8) into eqn. (2) and only keeping first order terms yields

407 .....
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; The t_ae scales o_ the three terms on the left hand side are given by the local

timeT , the acvection time _ and the relaxation time %. The local time is of2.

_" the order of the period of the seml-dlurnal tide divided by 2_', which is
-i
t 12.5/21T h_2h, and the advection time is given by

: 'E_ = I(cg + Uo). __EJ-1 ORIGINALPAGE'19 (10)OF POOR QUALITY

where K ts the wavenumber of the bottom topography.

For tidal flow over large-scale underwater bottom topography, such as sand banks,

both, the local time T and the advection tlme £_, are usually much large than the

relaxation tlme_ . Therefore the first two terms on the left hand side of eqn.

(9) can be neRlected in comparison with the third term.

This approximation is applicable for discrlbing short surface wave modulation by

tidal flow over bathymetry, but it is completely different from the approximation

applicable for discribing short wave modulation by long surface waves. In this

: case, the local time [s given by , where_ is the radian frequency of the

: flslong surface wave.n" typically of the order of 1 or 2 seconds, which is small

compared to the relaxation time _ . Therefore, the first term in eqn. (9) is

dominant in this case.

We now insert eqn. (_) and the dispersion relation for short surface waves into

eqn. (9) and consider only those waves which travel towards or away from the

antenna look direction (Bragg waves). If we define the projection of the antenna

axis onto the horizontal plane as x-directlon, then in case of tidal flow over

large-scale bottom topography, we obtain the result ._,

ux (x) i
E e

; and in case of tong surface waves
i

, I

Here Y" denotes the ratio between the group and phase velocity of the sho_t waves.

JJ For gravity waves we obtaCn _- O._and for capillary waves 4_'" 1.5. In deriving i

eqns. (ii) and (12) we have assumed that the spectral energy of the short waves

. !
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:.,. is proportional to I._" ORigINAL PAGE i_
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_-_ Note, that according to Bragg scattering theory,

_ _o Eo (13)

-",_ where--" denotes the relative cross section modulation.

Comparison of eqns. (ii) and (12) shows that In the first case the modulation is
-I

proportional to/A =_and in the second case proportional to_'_ "I= (2F) "l T%4,J

where T Wis the period of the long surface wave. We will show below that for the

SEASAT-SAR Bragg waves_ is of the order of 30 to 40 seconds• This means that for

• the same current gradlen_, the modulation by tidal flow over bathymetry is a

factor 15-40 larger. On the other hand, the surface current gradient generated
°

-'- by tidal flow over bathymetry is usually much smaller than the surface current

-•._ gr_dient generated by the orbital _tlon of long surface waw (typically one

__ order of magnitude smaller). Therefore we obtain the net result, that the cross

_, section modulation ("modulation depth") associated with tidal flow over sand

: banks is of the same order of magnitude, or even larger than the modulation
E

associated with long surface waves.

Physically, this result is a consequence of the fact that in the case of tidal

flow over bathymetry the weak Interaction can act sufficiently long on the short

wave system. The limit ts given by the relaxation time. In case of short wave

modulat[o_ by long surface waves_ the short waves have not sufficient time to

build up a strong modulation because their dwell-tlme In flow regions with _-

pos[ttve or negative velocity gradients Is determined by the period of the long
>

surface waves.

If the partial time derivative and advectton terms in eqn. (9) are neglected,
then eqn. (9) states, that the relaxation of the action density perturbation is

balanced by "straining" exerted on the wave system by the spatially varying

h current U. The right hand side of eqn. (9) represents a refraction term. It

orlglnates from the fact that the spatially variable current U refracts the short

"_ waves, i.e., changes their wavenumber. A wavenumber change causes a local

m_ perturbation of the equilibrium action (or energy) density spectrum of the short
m&

_6 40_
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waves, because the short wave spectrum varies as a function of wavenumber. Thus,

the steeper N is, as a function of wavenumber, the larger is the modulation.o

Note also that the modulation is proportional to the current gradient.

In those cases where the advect[on time __ is not small compared to the

relaxation time_ , the second term on the left hand side of eqn. (9) has to be

retained. The inclusion of this term results in the _tio_ of a low-pass filter

to the imaging process. This is discussed Ln detail in Alpers and Hennings (1984).

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BATHYMETRY AND CROSS SECTION MODULATION

By combining the results of sections 2 and 3 we can derive an expression relating

_ tile cross section modulatiou to the large scale bottom topography and the tidal

: current field. Inserting eqns. (la),(ib) and (Ii) into eqn. (Ii) yields

- (14)

eO _ d2

Here ¢ denotes the angle between the flight and the sand bank d[rection,_tbe

4

angle between the x,-and the (undisturbed) flow direction graded the gradient of

the depth profile in direct[on perpendicular to the bank crest, dO the water

depth outside the bank area, and I_Ol the modulus of the undisturbed current

velocity.

Inspection of eqn. (14) shows that radar signatures of sand banks always have

double sign, which means that the radar image is composed of image elements

having both enhanced and reduced grey levels relative to the local mean. The sign

of the modulation is such that increased radar reflectLvity occurs alwa/s on the
• I

dow.stream side, and reduced radar reflecting on the upstream side of the sand
£'

bank.

Furthermore, eqn. (I_) sho_s that the modulation depth increases with tidal

-- i velocity and decreases with water depth. The modulation pattern is not correlated

with the depth proflle d, but wlth d $radAd.

In particular, eqn. (14) predlcts that the cross section modulation vanishes when

- the tidal velocity is zero/IUn{- O)

410 ORIGINALPAGE 19 !....
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- tile bank crest is aligned parallel to tile current direction (_ = 90 °)

- the band crest is aligned parallel to the radar look direction (_=90 °)

(However, we do not expect that the last stateme,lt fully holds, because it Is a

consequence of the fact that our hydrodynamic interaction model does not Include

the interaction between short surface waves travell[ng in different directions)

According to eqn. (14) the modulation depth depends on the relaxation

time &r=_ . We expect that, to first order,_is independent of wInd direction.

However, it is likely that'_ decreases witll wind speed.

In order to obtain an estimate of the relaxation time we analyzed digitally

processed SEASAT-SAR imagery and made several image [ntensity scans across sand

banks in the Southern Bight of the North Sea (qorth eastern approach to the

English Channel) and compared them with bathymetry. One scan was made across

South Falls along the line shown in Fig.l. The arrow indicates the direction of

the tidal flow at the time of the overflight. The tidal current velocity was

0.60 _/s and the wind was blowing from 135°N at 4 m/s. This image was processed
I

on the MDA (McDonald Dettweiler and Associates) digital SEASAT processor by the
I

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt f;ir tuft- und Raumfahrt at I

Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG. The resolution is 25m * 25m (4 looks).

i

Our analysis shows that we can explain the measured modulation depth if we assume
t

a relaxation time of the order of 30-40 seconds for the SEASA_-SAR Bragg i

waves (for a wind speed of 4 m/s). This value correspotds to 60-80 wave periods _"

f

of 34 cm waves.

t
• i

L
_. CONCLUSIONS !

J
m

We have confronted the predictlons of our imaging theory with existing 1

experimental data. It seems that the predictions are largely confirmed. _owever, _ |,
f

it should be stressed that we consider this theory only to be a flrst-order I

!
theory, ; l

i
!

Flnolly s we want to suggest the use of radar Imagery of bathymetry in tidal / I

channels as a practical means for measurlng the relaxation t_me of short murface

i
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waves in the open ocean.
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